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WHO WE ARE

- Meadowood opened as a childrens inpatient facility in 1987.
- Facility was purchased by Acadia Healthcare in 2011, after Federal Trade Commission divestiture requirement to prevent monopoly in Delaware.
- Meadowood is part of Acadia Healthcare network of 576 addiction and behavioral health facilities in the United States, United Kingdom and Puerto Rico.
- Meadowood is currently licensed for 93 beds and sits on 10 acres of property.
- Large(r) employer in Delaware: over 300 staff.
- Impressive book of community and institutional partnerships.
MISSION

MEADOWWOOD BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SYSTEM IS COMMITTED TO SERVING ADULTS, SENIOR ADULTS AND ADOLESCENTS WITH MENTAL ILLNESS AND SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS BY PROVIDING TREATMENT IN THE MOST COMPASSIONATE, CARING AND PROFESSIONAL MANNER.
SERVICES AND PROVIDERS

- PROVIDE INPATIENT AND PARTIAL HOSPITALIZATION TREATMENT PROGRAMS
- SERVING ADULT, ADOLESCENT, GERIATRIC POPULATION(S)
- PSYCHIATRIC, SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS AND DUAL-DIAGNOSIS
- MEADOWWOOD STAFF INCLUDES: BOARD CERTIFIED AND DOUBLE BOARD CERTIFIED PSYCHIATRISTS, REGISTERED NURSES (INCLUDING IN THE ADMISSIONS DEPARTMENT,) LICENSED CLINICAL SOCIAL WORKERS AND OTHER EXPERIENCED AND TRAINED MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS

- MEADOWWOOD ALSO PARTNERS WITH RESIDENCY PROGRAMS, NURSING SCHOOLS AND PHARMACY PROGRAMS
INDUSTRY LANDSCAPE

- CARE FOR THE MENTALLY ILL IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE STATES
  - A very fragmented system disallows universal methodologies and thus requires an on-going need to adapt to community demands and evolving politics
  - States are forced to develop their own strategy for accommodating need(s)

- This country is currently experiencing a well-publicized opioid epidemic, with increasing political pressure to fairly assess and treat those in crisis

- 20 years at war has created intergenerational trauma

- Decades of discriminatory laws, poor funding, limited research and prevailing stigma, have caused years of delayed treatment, thus creating current exponential need
GROWTH

- MEADOWWOOD IS CONSISTENTLY AT CAPACITY
- COST SHIFTING FROM MED SURGE AND STATE HOSPITAL CONTINUES TO MAKE MEADOWWOOD AND OTHER PRIVATE FACILITIES THE DEFACTO PUBLIC OPTION
- ONLY 10% OF ADMISSIONS COME FROM DOWNSTATE AND EXPANSION NEED EXISTS OUTSIDE OF SUN BEDS COMING ONLINE
  - THE DOWNSTATE GERIATRIC PATIENTS OFTEN HAVE FAMILY MEMBERS IN NEW CASTLE COUNTY AND SUBURBS OF PHILADELPHIA
  - THE PATIENTS THAT CAN BENEFIT FROM TREATMENT WITHIN THEIR COMMUNITY CONTINUUM OF CARE ARE NOT PATIENTS WE SEEK OR NEED TO CAPTURE
- 2 MAJOR MARKETS IN SOUTHEASTERN PENNSYLVANIA HAVE APPROACHED MEADOWOOD, IN EFFECT POTENTIALLY TRIPLING OUR CATCHMENT AREA; WE RECENTLY CONTRACTED WITH 2 MAJOR PENNSYLVANIA INSURANCE NETWORKS
- DEMAND IS SO GREAT, THAT NO MONEY IS SPENT ON DIRECT TO CONSUMER MARKETING
EXPANSION PROPOSAL

- Meadowwood is requesting to expand by 7 beds (3 available immediately, 4 to be constructed)
- Expansion will be minimally disruptive: it is only a renovation of an existing administrative space
- The goal of the expansion is to create better flexibility for 3 different units: adult psychiatric, substance abuse/co-occurring and adolescent
  - The new space would be an extension of a unit that is attached to 3 different contiguous “swing areas.” Thus affording the ability to adjust the bed capacity at 3 different juncture points
- Expansion also provides the opportunity to explore other lines of business if the immediate community needs should unexpectedly downturn
QUESTIONS